Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Computer software applications which support the transcription of mathematics make use of a number of models to represent mathematical structure. For most experts, the 1-dimensional model used in ![](495991_1_En_45_Figa_HTML.gif){#d30e572} is preferred once time is taken to learn the syntax due to the power and expressiveness of the system. In ![](495991_1_En_45_Figb_HTML.gif){#d30e575} the transcription proceeds as a single string of characters, transformed into possibly complex two-dimensional mathematical structures upon compilation. Due to the lack of immediate connection between this 1-dimensional ![](495991_1_En_45_Figc_HTML.gif){#d30e578} code and the compiled output, and the accompanying learning curve, this approach can present significant challenges for novice users. Due to the extreme market penetration of Microsoft Word, many novice users simply do any required electronic mathematical transcription using the WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) Microsoft Word Equation Editor or similar products. These products tend to be somewhat intuitive in their use, with extensive menu and icon systems that allow for eventual (if not efficient) implementation of marginally complex mathematical expressions. Further, as WYSIWYG editors provide users with the ability to directly edit the mathematical output within the user interface without a need to recompile the document, their use by novice level users has been shown to result in fewer output errors \[[@CR4]\]. While ![](495991_1_En_45_Figd_HTML.gif){#d30e584} provides users with many positive features not available in WYSIWYG editors there are a large number of individuals who rely solely on WYSIWYG editors (and often are not even aware of the existence of ![](495991_1_En_45_Fige_HTML.gif){#d30e588} ). Therefore, it is important that users are able to use these editors with the highest level of efficiency and effectiveness. To improve these editors we must have a thorough understanding of how individuals interact with their respective environments.

Within the subset of WYSIWYG editors, there are different representative models for mathematical structure utilized, and it remains unclear which model provides an overall more positive user experience in their respective environments \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. It is likely the case that there is not one model which is superior to others for all elements of mathematical notation, but rather that each model handles some mathematical structures better than others. To examine this, the following study was designed to compare the execution of insertion and editing of different types of mathematical structures by novice users through examination of the probabilities of symbol entry order.
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$, an application created by Pollanen and Kang (co-authors on this paper), with colleagues Cater, Chen & Lee, allows users to construct expressions in a free-form manner through a 2-dimensional drag and drop interface in which symbols are inserted onto a 'blank canvas' workspace from a series of menus and can subsequently be moved and resized using the mouse. The technical details of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$MC^2$$\end{document}$ specifications can be found in Pollanen *et al.* \[[@CR7]\]. As a typical default choice due to ubiquitous availability, Microsoft Equation Editor was used as a comparator. Equation Editor is a 2-dimensional structure-based editor, in which users generally insert the mathematical structures first (with imposed dimensionality, e.g., powers or subscripts), and then users interact with the input options of the structures to insert symbols in the form of 1-dimensional strings. Though users interact directly with the 2-dimensional mathematical structures in both programs, they must do so in different ways \[[@CR1]\]. Through this study we aim to show that the model chosen within these typesetting applications changes the order in which users enter symbols into their workspace resulting in a change in their workflow, with some implications for future design.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The study consisted of 14 first-year undergraduate student participants (10 female and 4 male), who are not from quantitative fields, and none of whom had any previous experience using any mathematical equation software. They were instructed to transcribe a series of four different mathematical expressions using the two digital typesetting applications (MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ and Equation Editor). Each expression was first transcribed with MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ and subsequently with Microsoft Equation Editor (in Word). This resulted in 8 experimental trials per participant. All participants completed the experiment simultaneously and communication with the researcher occurred through a chat screen contained within the user interface of MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$. All participants completed the 8 trials in identical order. The expressions provided to the participants are displayed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.Expressions provided to participants for transcription using the computational environment.

The video recordings (screen captures) of the 14 participants' actions were analyzed by a research assistant, who carefully watched the videos and assigned a time-stamped code to each significant, discrete action performed by the participant while working towards completion of the transcription task. Coded actions consisted of: insertion of a symbol; deletion of a symbol; resizing of a symbol; and movement of a symbol. Each symbol in every expression was assigned a unique reference within the given expression. The assigned codes contained information indicating both the action and the unique symbol upon which the action was performed. For example, the action of inserting the symbol assigned the number 4 would have been assigned the code, "*i-4*".

From this analysis, we were then able to analyze the order in which individuals inserted the mathematical structures relative to other symbols in the expression through Markov Chain transition matrices. Markov Chains were applied in a similar fashion by Jansen, Marriott, and Yelland to model the relative order in which individuals read symbols in algebraic expressions \[[@CR2]\]. As this proved to be an effective analysis, we applied this approach to model the relative order of symbol insertion when digitally transcribing mathematical expression.

The resulting transition matrices contain the conditional probabilities that a symbol in a particular part of the expression will be inserted, given that a symbol from another part of the expression was the previously inserted symbol. Therefore, in a transition matrix *T*, the entry in position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{i,j}$$\end{document}$ represents the probability that the symbol from the part of the expression indicated in column *j* is inserted, given that the symbol from part of the expression in row *i* was the symbol previously inserted. We initially created these transition matrices to represent the probability of transition between all individual symbols within the four expressions. However, the experimental expressions contained numerous symbols ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${>}20$$\end{document}$), and we therefore decided it was more clear and concise to create transition matrices which tabulated transition probabilities relative to the mathematical *structure* found in these expressions with a unique transition matrix. We then analyzed the transitions between structural components of the expression. To create these transition matrices, we first recorded all insertion events which occurred in each experiment video recording. We then categorized the transitions between insertions, increasing the count in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{i,j}$$\end{document}$ by one when the symbol in column *j* was inserted following insertion of the symbol in row *i*. For these matrices we chose to ignore transitions occurring within the same region of an expression. Therefore, all counts of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{i,i}$$\end{document}$ were 0. We then normalized each row, so that the sum of all entries in each respective row was 1 or 0 in the case where the symbol represented by that row was the last symbol inserted in all trials. The result was a transition probability matrix for each experimental trial for a given structure, for the 14 participants in the experiment. The transition matrices from the applicable individual trials within each participant were then normalized, summed, and re-normalized, resulting in our final transition probability matrices for each of the mathematical structures found in the experimental stimuli.

The transition probability matrices for the four types of mathematical structures included in the experimental stimuli are shown in the Results below (Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), displaying transition probabilities related to all square roots, fractions, definite integrals and summations present in the four expressions used in the study. Though the exponent structure was featured in these expressions, we did not choose to model their insertion order due to significant inconsistencies in the manner of their insertion when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ and Microsoft Word Equation Editor.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

Markov Chain Transition Probability Matrices for Square Root Structures {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The matrices in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} highlight some key differences observed in how users inserted the square root structure into their workspace. Notably, users were about 16% more likely to insert a symbol inside of the square root immediately following insertion of the square root structure when using Equation Editor than when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$. Users were also about 23% more likely to insert the square root structure immediately following insertion of a symbol inside of the square root when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ than they were when using Equation Editor.

From these transition probability matrices, we can compute the probability of the order of entry for an expression containing a radical when using both interfaces. One logical order of entry, if we assume the user starts from outside of the radical, for such an expression is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Outside \rightarrow Radical \rightarrow Radicand$$\end{document}$. The probability of this symbol entry order after 2 transitions when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ was approximately 0.56 versus 0.70 when using Equation Editor. On the other hand, an alternative order of symbol entry is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Outside \rightarrow Radicand \rightarrow Radical$$\end{document}$. The probability of symbols being inserted in this order after 2 transitions when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ was approximately 0.16 versus 0.09 in Equation Editor, indicating users were nearly twice as likely to insert the expression in this order when using the 2-dimensional free-form model found in the MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ user interface.Table 2.Square root transition probability matrix for expressions transcribed with MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ (left) and Microsoft Word Equation Editor (right)

Markov Chain Transition Probability Matrices for Fraction Structures {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 3.Fraction transition probability matrix for expressions transcribed with MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ (top) and Microsoft Word Equation Editor (bottom)

Similar to the matrices exploring square roots in the previous section, the matrices in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} show important differences in how users insert fractions when using the two models featured in the applications featured in this study. When using Microsoft Equation Editor, we can see from the transition matrices that users are about 18% more likely to enter the numerator following insertion of the fraction bar or structure than they are when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$. Furthermore, users were about 23% more likely the insert the numerator of a fraction following insertion of a symbol outside the fraction when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ than when using Equation Editor, where they are more likely to insert the fraction structure following insertion of a symbol outside of the fraction. These results show evidence that users are more likely to enter a fraction in the order, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Outside \rightarrow Numerator \rightarrow Fraction\ Bar \rightarrow Denominator$$\end{document}$, when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$, with a probability of 0.08 after 3 transitions, than they were when using Equation Editor with a probability of 0.02 after three transitions. On the other hand, the transition matrices also show evidence that users are more likely to enter a fraction in the order, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Outside \rightarrow Fraction\ Bar \rightarrow Numerator \rightarrow Denominator$$\end{document}$ when using Microsoft Equation Editor than they are when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$. Again, we propose that this is due in part to differences in the flexibility of symbol insertion order when using these two applications. Generally, when using the structure based model featured in Equation Editor, an attempt to insert the fraction structure following insertion of the numerator will not result in the intended fraction and will require the user to delete the numerator and re-insert it into the numerator position of the fraction structure.

Markov Chain Transition Probability Matrices for Definite Integral Structures {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4.Definite integral transition probability matrix for expressions transcribed with MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ (top) and Microsoft Word Equation Editor (bottom)

The transition matrices for the order of insertion of symbols relative to definite integral structures, shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, also show interesting results. Of primary interest is the conditional probability of the subsequent symbol inserted, given that the integral was inserted. In Microsoft Equation Editor, the upper bound of the definite integral was always the symbol inserted following insertion of the integral. However, in MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$, the upper bound was inserted about 54% of the time following the insertion of the integral, and the lower bound was inserted about 43% of the time. Furthermore, users of MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ never inserted the integral following insertion of the upper bound or lower bound. This may be a result of the different models used in the two applications. We suggest there may be an element of the 2-dimensional structural model used in Equation Editor which makes users more likely to enter in the upper bound of a definite integral following insertion of the integral itself. It should also be noted that there was only one definite integral present in the experimental stimuli and that the trials using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ always occurred prior to those with Equation Editor. Therefore, these differences could be attributed to a learning or familiarity effect rather than a true difference in the two models.

Markov Chain Transition Probability Matrices for Summation Notation Structures {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 5.Summation transition probability matrix for expressions transcribed with MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ (top) and Microsoft Word Equation Editor (bottom)

In Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} we see the transition matrices related to the summation notation for MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ and Microsoft Equation Editor respectively. These matrices show less drastic differences than those related to the other structures. One difference to note is the conditional probabilities of symbol insertion following insertion of the summation symbol. We can see that users are approximately 10% more likely to insert the upper index following the summation symbol when using Equation Editor than MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$, similar to the integral approach explored above. Though not a large difference, this is interesting to note as there was only one summation notation present in the experimental stimuli. The relative similarity between these transition matrices gives more merit to the differences seen in the transition matrices for the definite integral structures, of which there was also only one present in the stimuli. Therefore, if there were learning effects which occurred, they were not necessarily consistent across all structures.

Limitations and Discussion {#Sec8}
==========================

This study was designed to test and compare properties of the two featured models for representing mathematical structure in the applications used: a 2-dimensional structure-based model (Equation Editor) and a 2-dimensional free-form model (MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$), rather than test which of the two programs performs better as a whole. Previously, Kang *et al.* \[[@CR3]\] analyzed the completion time between these two software platforms, controlled for quality of expressions. It is worth noting that Microsoft Equation Editor has been adapted over the years to improve the user experience, and now includes many shortcuts which allow users to enter expressions in a more intuitive manner (including a limited subset of the ![](495991_1_En_45_Figf_HTML.gif){#d30e967} syntax). Participants were not given any instruction on the manner in which to use Equation Editor, and were therefore free to make use of these shortcuts if they wished. Most did not, most likely due to the fact that they were not aware that these existed, as the participants in this study were novices. To evaluate the overall effectiveness of the Equation Editor application in Microsoft Word, it might be more useful to make users aware that these shortcuts exist. However, the fact that most beginner level users were not able to discern that these shortcuts could be used may speak to the user experience of Equation Editor in itself.

There were a number of limitations present in this study. The most notable was the fact that all expressions were first transcribed using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ followed by transcription with Microsoft Equation Editor. Therefore, for all 4 experimental stimuli, participants were more familiar with the expression to be transcribed during the Equation Editor trial than during the MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$ trial. This could result in less interference with working memory caused by the Equation Editor user interface as the mathematical content would be internalized to a greater degree during these trials \[[@CR8]\]. Furthermore, the mathematical expressions which were chosen as experimental stimuli were not chosen in a systematic fashion controlling for the complexity of each expression or the number of symbols or different types of mathematical structures found in each expression. This makes it difficult to fully attribute some of the effects found in this study to how the models handle certain structures without considering some sort of interaction which may have occurred. Therefore, future research should be done to examine how the two featured models in these applications handle each of the structures, such as square roots, fractions, and exponents, in less complex expressions in which these structures are not featured in combination. Finally, the sample size for this study was rather small and although we control for the technical levels of students, we did not consider covariates while we constructed the Markov Chains, many of which may provide insight if sample sizes were sufficient.

Despite these limitations, this study presents a number of notable findings related to the user experience of typesetting applications which feature two different structural models for representation of mathematical notation. The Markov Chain analysis provides us with interesting insight into the process users are more likely to follow regarding the order of symbol insertion while transcribing mathematical content. Perhaps the most important finding is simply the fact that there is a difference in the order in which symbols are entered in both interfaces. If we assume that there is a natural order which individuals are more likely to follow when transcribing these expressions, regardless of the environment in which they are doing so, any sort of difference found here shows that either one, or possibly both of the models used in these interfaces forces users to need to adapt and adjust this order of insertion. Given the tendency found for users of the structure-based editor to insert the symbols in the upper position of an inserted structure (such as the numerator of a fraction) immediately following insertion of that structure, we recommend that editors using structure-based models place the cursor in this upper location immediately following insertion of the structure. In the Microsoft Equation Editor interface the cursor is placed outside and to the right of an inserted fraction structure. If the user wishes to insert the numerator next, they must navigate to the respective location using the arrow keys (pressing the left arrow twice) or click in the location using the mouse. Placing the cursor in the numerator position immediately following insertion of the fraction would increase the efficiency of the program as well as reduce the cognitive load, which could in turn decrease the working memory interference which has been shown to occur when digitally typesetting mathematics \[[@CR8]\].

A number of differences in the conditional probabilities can likely be attributed to the reduced flexibility allowed by the 2-dimensional structure-based model found in Equation Editor. For example, when using the traditional implementation of this model in Word, a user cannot insert the numerator of a fraction before inserting the fraction bar itself. However, it is quite interesting that in all 2-dimensional structures with notation in which a symbol is located in an upper position and another one located in a lower position (fractions, definite integrals, summations) users were more likely when using Equation Editor to insert the symbol in the upper location following insertion of the structure itself (as compared to when using MC$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^2$$\end{document}$). While the reasoning behind this effect is unclear, it merits further study. As all of the experimental stimuli featured expressions with multiple structures, it would be interesting to observe whether the transition matrices were similar for expressions containing only one of the featured structures, or if there is some level of interaction taking place.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

In this paper we explored the user experience while engaged with two mathematical typesetting models and discovered several insights into the order symbols were entered when novice users transcribed mathematics. These insights suggest that further research in this direction could have important implications into the design of mathematical user interfaces, in particular interfaces for mathematical novices. Though findings should be interpreted with caution, the application of Markov transition matrices to symbol order entry in this research serves to guide future studies on the characteristics and usability of different models featured in WYSIWYG mathematical typesetting applications. Similar experiments should be conducted with more standardized experimental stimuli (mathematical expressions), varying the nested nature of the mathematical structure, to investigate how certain interactions might manifest themselves. Furthermore, for a more complete picture of how users see and interact with mathematical expression structure in software, future research might also include how novice users revise and fix input errors in an expression they have written. As more education moves online, developing and studying mathematical input models that are intuitive for novice users will likely become a more pressing issue. While this area has so far not received significant attention in the academic literature, we believe this paper makes an important first step in this direction.
